iPad Text to speech Guide

1. Settings > General > Accessibility

2. Simply Choose Speech

3. Speech

4. Speak Selection
- Select word with finger, and click Speak
- Speak Screen- Swipe two fingers down to read WHOLE screen.
- Voice- Adjust speaker accent
- Speaking Rate- Adjust the speed of iPad reading
- Highlight Content- Enabled for iPad to highlight the word it is currently reading
- Speak Auto Text- Reads as soon as a new page is loaded.

Louisiana Assistive Technology Initiative
iPod Dictation/Word Prediction Guide

Settings > General > Keyboard

Simply Choose Predictive or Enable Dication

- **Prediction** - systematically presents choices for your next word based on spelling and context.
- **Dictation** - turns user’s speech into typed text. You can also dictate punctuation.
Options!
Can't fit them!
1. Open Settings on your iPad.
2. Navigate to General > Accessibility.
3. Tap on Guided Access.

Triple Click on the Home Button inside ANY App. to start Guided Access. You keep students in the APP, block parts of the screen, and set time limits!